
RHYMING SCHEME IN DULCE ET DECORUM EST AND WHOS FOR THE

GAME

Whereas in 'Dulce et decorum est', the poet uses strong imagery to show The poem follows the rhyming scheme of
ABAB, such as fight/tight.

There is serious and panicky tone to this part of the poem. This is why Wilfred Owen dislikes Jessie Pope.
Overall I found both poems quite interesting to read and discuss. This is where the soldiers are attacked with
gas. So to conclude my essay, I can say that both poem show different perspective of war. The mood of this
first stanza is depressing. My first poem, Dulce et decorum, is against the war and the injustice of it all. It
made young men want to join the war, as they would be missing out on the fun if they did not. He believes in
telling all of England what it is really like on the front line. Jessie Pope uses the features of metaphor and
personification to give readers the perception that war is an exciting and glorious affair in which the citizens of
a nation have a duty to protect king and country. Pope suggests these two types of men are opposites. Wilfred
Owen is not totally against war, but, as it says at the end of the poem, the old lie: Dulce et decorum est Pro
patria mori or It is sweet and fitting To die for your country He is very angry about this lie that is being told to
young men and the citizens of England that are back at home, not fighting. The poem has an Ab Ab rhyme
scheme, which is constant throughout it make the poem sound light hearted and jolly. However, nothing too
bad that the man cannot cope with. She compares the war to a 'game', â€¦show more contentâ€¦ She persuades
the men to join the army by making them feel deceitful and cowardly if they were to ' Than lie low and be out
of the fun' Or 'Take a seat in the stand'? The words sludge suggests the conditions that of which the soldiers
were walking through are wet muddy and boggy. The poem plays heavily on guilt, and promotes the alleged
glory of war. It is mainly propaganda for young men to join the army. I also think that it was used as it is on
old language just like the lie is old. The mood that is at the fact so many innocent men died for some ardent
glory. This irony is illustrated in a clever juxtaposition at the end of the poem. The country would be loved as
a mother figure as the country would protect her sons and would always be there for them. There are four
stanzas in the poem each has four lines. The mood then changes, as you are shocked that Owen actually
experienced this sight of the soldier dying and you feel remorse. The poet deliberately shocks the readers by
describing in detail of the soldiers death. He allows the reader to gain an insight into the agonizing death that
soldiers face through the use of onomatopoeia. There are four main image groups that run all the way through
the poem. Dulce et decorum est is set in the present tense to show everybody reading or listening that this is
what is happening right now to all those people who eagerly went off to fight for glory and honour. She
persuades the men into joining the forces with her assumption that they'll 'But you'll come on alrite'. In the
first one it give a more encouraging and propaganda towards war. When considering poetry written post
concentrate on a selection of poems written by Wilfred Owen. As war is all about death and Latin is
considered as a dead language. This is significant in the poem as it gives it a more serious atmosphere. The
line suggests that the entire colour from the soldiers eyes had disappeared also alliteration is used this also
creates a powerful effect. It is narrated by one of the soldiers who is fighting in the Great War and having to
face the horrors of war. As men would go to war for the woman that they loved to protect her. The first is that
of sleep or dreams â€” Owen himself suffered from unspeakable nightmares as a symptom of shell shock, and
this was reflected in his poetry. This is also a technique employed in children's poetry and as such makes light
of her subject matter. Like breaking a leg or something to that extent. Owen tells us about the lasting image of
the dying soldier. While in the second poem, the poet writes about the reality of war and those men who went
there to discover the truth about it. I am going to explore what I find to be three of his best poems and show
how he achieved this aim. Her use of simple, colloquial language makes this poem easy for everyone to read
and therefore appeals to all of the different social classes of that day and age.


